DAYTON, Ohio - The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) will address the media Wednesday, July 20, on prohibited items found at Dayton International Airport (DAY), to remind passengers about what is and isn't allowed aboard aircraft when traveling.

WHO: Mark Howell, TSA Regional Spokesperson
WHAT: Interviews and tabletop display of prohibited items surrendered at the DAY security checkpoint
WHEN: Wednesday, July 20; 10 a.m. ET
WHERE: Dayton International Airport (DAY); Meeting point: front of security checkpoint

NOTE: Interested media should RSVP to mark.howell1@tsa.dhs.gov

###

The Transportation Security Administration was created to strengthen the security of the nation's transportation systems and ensure the freedom of movement for people and commerce. TSA uses a risk-based strategy and works closely with the transportation, law enforcement and intelligence community to set the standard for excellence in transportation security.

For more information about TSA, please visit tsa.gov.